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Abstract15

We simulated the entire month of January, 2005 using the Space Weather Modeling Frame-16

work (SWMF) with observed solar wind data as input. We conducted this simulation with17

and without an inner magnetosphere model, and tested two different grid resolutions. We18

evaluated the model’s accuracy in predicting Kp, Sym-H, AL, and cross polar cap poten-19

tial (CPCP). We find that the model does an excellent job of predicting the Sym-H index,20

with an RMSE of 17-18 nT. Kp is predicted well during storm-time conditions, but over-21

predicted during quiet times by a margin of 1 to 1.7 Kp units. AL is predicted reasonably22

well on average, with an RMSE of 230-270 nT. However, the model reaches the largest23

negative AL values significantly less often than the observations. The model tended to24

over-predict CPCP, with RMSE values on the order of 46-48 kV. We found the results to25

be insensitive to grid resoution, with the exception of the rate of occurrence for strongly26

negative AL values. The use of the inner magnetosphere component, however, affected re-27

sults significantly, with all quantities except CPCP improved notably when the inner mag-28

netosphere model was on.29

1 Introduction30

Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) models [e.g. De Zeeuw et al., 2000; Lyon et al., 2004],31

coupled with inner magnetosphere and ionosphere models [e.g. Pembroke et al., 2012;32

Glocer et al., 2012; Yu et al., 2014; Cramer et al., 2017], are a powerful tool for under-33

standing the dynamics of the Earth’s magnetosphere [e.g. Crooker et al., 1998; Zhang34

et al., 2007]. By solving a subset of Maxwell’s equations, an MHD solver provides mag-35

netic fields and current systems throughout its computational domain. Coupling the MHD36

model to an inner magnetosphere and ionosphere model produces a system that accounts37

for ring currents and ionospheric currents as well. This results in a detailed representation38

of magnetospheric dynamics that is applicable under a wide variety of conditions.39

These capabilities naturally make the coupled global MHD and ring current ap-40

proach attractive for forecasting applications. In 2016 the NOAA Space Weather Predic-41

tion Center (SWPC) added a geospace modeling capability based on the Space Weather42

Modeling Framework (SWMF) [Tóth et al., 2005; Tóth et al., 2012] to their suite of op-43

erational forecasting tools (http://clasp.engin.umich.edu/articles/view/715). This was the44

result of a community validation effort focusing on six storm events, in which three MHD45

models and two empirical models were evaluated with respect to their ability to predict46
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dB
dt at several ground-based magnetometer stations. The validation effort is described in47

Pulkkinen et al. [2013], and builds from Pulkkinen et al. [2010] and Rastätter et al. [2011].48

Pulkkinen et al. [2013] found that the SWMF achieved the best predictive skill of the mod-49

els evaluated, but with the caveat that the predictions delivered by SWMF may not be ade-50

quate for some operational uses. A number of follow-up papers have examined the results51

of this effort further. Glocer et al. [2016] evaluated the models’ ability to reproduce the52

local K index, finding that the SWMF performed especially well in predicting local K.53

Welling et al. [2017] showed that the SWPC events exceeded the range of validity for the54

empirical ionospheric conductance models used in the participating MHD codes, and that55

all of the models tended to underpredict surface dB
dt , though SWMF less so than the oth-56

ers. Anderson et al. [2017] compared the field-aligned currents from the models with those57

obtained using the Active Magnetosphere and Planetary Electrodynamics Response Exper-58

iment (AMPERE).59

Though unique in its rigorous comparison of multiple models, the scope of Pulkki-60

nen et al. [2013] was limited to a small number of storm events. This has been common61

practice within the MHD modeling community in recent years. Simulations of single62

storm events constitute a majority of existing MHD papers. Some representative exam-63

ples include Raeder et al. [2001], which simulated the 14-16 July 2001 “Bastille Day”64

storm, Palmroth et al. [2003], which simulated a major storm from April 6-7 2000, Lopez65

et al. [2001] which simulated a March 1995 substorm and a January 1997 storm, and66

Kress et al. [2007] which shows MHD and particle tracing results for the 29 October 200367

storm. MHD models have also been used to study hypothetical extreme events to better68

understand the possible effects of such events. For instance, Groth et al. [2000] simulated69

a coronal mass ejection (CME) from the sun and the resulting effects on Earth, Ngwira70

et al. [2013] simulated the effects of a hypothetical “Carrington-type” space weather event,71

and Ngwira et al. [2014] presented simulations aimed at predicting the effects of the 2372

July 2012 CME if it had been directed Earthward.73

MHD models have been used to study quiet-time conditions as well. Early work74

such as Wu et al. [1981] and Ogino et al. [1992] simulated steady solar wind conditions,75

while Raeder et al. [1998] modeled time-dependent quiet-time conditions. Some more re-76

cent work such as Welling and Ridley [2010] has included quiet time periods, although77

that paper focused primarily on storms. However, these constitute a minority of papers in78

recent years, and like the storm papers, they tend to cover short periods of time.79
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Only a few papers to date describe MHD simulations more than a few days in du-80

ration. Guild et al. [2008] compared in situ plasma sheet observations with MHD out-81

put from a 2-month simulation, finding the model generally able to reproduce the gross82

features of the plasma sheet in a statistical sense. Zhang et al. [2011] analyzed the field-83

aligned current structures and polar cap potentials from the Guild et al. [2008] simulations,84

finding a significant under-prediction of current strength and over-prediction of CPCP.85

Huang et al. [2010] found an MHD code to be capable of reproducing the statistics of86

ULF waves in geosynchronous orbit over a 27-day simulation. Juusola et al. [2014] com-87

pared MHD derived CPCP and auroral index predictions with observations for a 1-year88

period using Facskó et al. [2016]’s 1-year global MHD simulation. That work was accom-89

plished using a large number of short simulations run independently of each other, be-90

cause the Grand Unified Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Coupling Simulation (GUMICS-4) de-91

veloped by Janhunen et al. [2012] is a single core code. This way the simulation state was92

effectively re-initialized approximately every 5 hours. Facskó et al. [2016]’s simulations93

were unsuccessful at reproducing a number of aspects of the auroral oval structures, and94

obtained ground magnetic field perturbations that were weaker than observed by at least95

a factor of 5 [Juusola et al., 2014]. Facskó et al. [2016] derived the magnetic footprints96

by magnetic field mapping from the Cluster SC3 using the GUMICS simulation and also97

using the Tsyganenko (T96) model in order to compare two methods. The study showed98

that the footprints determined using the GUMICS simulation agreed relatively well with99

the T96 empirical model, however the footprints agreed better in the northern hemisphere100

than the southern one during quiet conditions. Wiltberger et al. [2017] covers a period101

of nearly a month (March 20 to April 16, 2008), which was chosen because it contains a102

wide variety of solar wind conditions but no major geomagnetic storms. The results pre-103

sented in Wiltberger et al. [2017] focused on field-aligned currents and cross-polar cap104

potential (CPCP), finding that the simulations reproduced the statistical features of the ob-105

served field-aligned current patterns but tended to produce weaker field-aligned currents106

and higher potentials than the Weimer05 empirical model.107

Some focus on storms is no doubt appropriate due to the hazards posed by such108

events. However, the approach of manually selecting storm events to validate a model can109

be problematic. Manual selection of storm events can introduce biases since the particular110

storms chosen may not be representative examples. Furthermore, undue focus of validation111

efforts on strong storm events could result in a model that is optimized for such events112
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at the expense of moderately disturbed or quiet conditions. This can potentially under-113

mine the model’s usefulness as a forecasting tool, since a model designed only to model114

storms could over-predict or under-predict activity in weakly or moderately disturbed con-115

ditions. In the case of over-prediction, this could lead to an elevated false alarm rate for116

storm conditions. In the case of under-prediction, it could lead to potentially significant117

activity being missed. In either case, it could erode confidence in the model on the part118

of forecasters and customers if the model appears to be useful only during times of strong119

activity.120

If a model performs poorly during quiet time conditions, this could be symptomatic121

of problems that persist during disturbed periods as well. Small deficiencies in a model122

may in some cases be apparent during quiet time but be difficult to notice during storm123

time. In addition, quiet-time conditions just prior to a storm may subtly affect the dynam-124

ics of the storm itself. Therefore, improvements to a model’s representation of the quiet-125

time magnetosphere are likely to improve its representation of storm-time dynamics as126

well.127

In the present work, we investigate the capability of the SWMF to deliver accurate128

predictions of geomagnetic indices and cross-polar cap potential. We include a realistic129

mix of quiet and disturbed conditions by studying the entire one-month period of January,130

2005, rather than a set of selected events. In addition, the use of a single continuous time131

period for validation reduces any errors caused by a poor initial condition (provided those132

errors dissipate over time). Finally, use of a single continuous run is more representative133

of operational forecasting usage, in which a continuous stream of real-time data is fed into134

the model.135

We drive three different configurations of the SWMF (the details of which are de-136

scribed in Section 2.1) with solar wind data observed by the Advanced Composition Ex-137

plorer (ACE) spacecraft. The model’s input data is described in more detail in Section138

2.2. The model provides magnetic field values at a number of ground stations. From these139

we calculate values of the geomagnetic indices Sym-H, Kp, and AL, as well as CPCP.140

Sym-H is the longitudinally symmetric northward component of six low-latitude magne-141

tometers, typically regarded as a measure of ring current and other current systems. Kp142

(planetarische Kenziffer) is an index computed from a number of mostly mid-latitude mag-143

netometers and is typically regarded as a general measure of global geomagnetic activity.144
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AL (auroral lower) is computed from the most negative northward component of a set of145

auroral magnetometers, and is regarded as a measure of auroral zone currents, primarily146

the westward electrojet. Cross polar cap potential (CPCP) is the difference between the147

minimum and maximum electrostatic potential over the polar cap, and provides an indica-148

tion of the coupling strength between the solar wind and the magnetosphere. Details on149

each of these quantities are given in Section 2.3.150

After obtaining observed values for the indices and calculating equivalent values151

from the model, we calculate metrics to measure each model configuration’s ability to pre-152

dict each geomagnetic index, and from these identify strengths and weaknesses of each153

model configuration. The specific metrics are described in Section 2.4. Results for each154

geomagnetic index are presented and discussed in Section 3, and conclusions given in155

Section 5.156

2 Methodology157

2.1 Model description158

Figure 1. Illustration of the models (components within SWMF) and couplings in use. Arrows denote the

information that is passed between the components.

159

160

The model we use consists of the BATS-R-US (Block-Adaptive Tree Solar-Wind,161

Roe-Type Upwind Scheme), coupled to the Rice Convection Model (RCM) and the Rid-162

ley Ionosphere Model (RIM). A schematic of the coupling is shown in Figure 1. BATS-163

R-US, described in Powell et al. [1999] and De Zeeuw et al. [2000], is an adaptive mesh164

MHD solver which solves the ideal MHD equations throughout the magnetosphere. RCM165

[Wolf et al., 1982; Sazykin, 2000; Toffoletto et al., 2003] models the inner magnetosphere,166

and RIM [Ridley et al., 2003; Ridley et al., 2004a] simulates ionospheric electrodynam-167

ics. Coupling is accomplished using SWMF. Couplings between the models are identified168

by arrows in 1, which point in the direction of information flow and are labeled with the169

quantities passed between the models. The couplings are as follows:170

• BATS-R-US MHD delivers magnetic field and plasma moments to RCM171

• RCM provides plasma density and pressure to BATS-R-US172

• BATS-R-US sends current density to RIM173
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Name Grid RCM Composition model

SWPC SWPC Y Fixed

Hi-res w/ RCM Hi-res Y Young et al. [1982a]

Hi-res w/o RCM Hi-res N Fixed

Table 1. Summary of the model configurations used.178

• RIM delivers electric field to BATS-R-US174

• RIM delivers electric potential to RCM175

This combination of models and couplings is currently being used for operational176

forecasting of dB
dt , Dst, and Kp at the Space Weather Prediction Center (SWPC).177

We run the model in three different configurations, summarized in Table 1. The179

SWPC configuration is nearly identical to that used operationally by SWPC (the main dif-180

ferences, besides the input data being historical rather than real-time, being in what output181

files are written during the run). The other configurations are similar, but use a higher res-182

olution grid and other modifications. The two grids that are used are described in detail in183

Section A.0.1. The switch to the higher resolution grid necessitated other modifications in184

order to maintain the model’s performance with respect to Sym-H. First, the plasma sheet185

O/H mass density ratio (used in coupling between BATS-R-US and RCM) is determined186

adaptively based on the current values of F10.7 flux and Kp index using the empirical187

model from Young et al. [1982b], rather than using a fixed ratio as is used in the SWPC188

configuration. Second, a boundary condition parameter that controls how much the inner189

boundary density increases as cross-polar cap potential increases [described in Pulkkinen190

et al., 2013] was reduced from 0.1 to 0.08. These changes result in Sym-H predictions191

that are similar to the SWPC configuration, and have minimal effect on the other quanti-192

ties analyzed in this paper. Details of the model configuration, including settings for each193

component, are described in Appendix A.194

2.2 Model execution195

In order to create a dataset for statistical evaluation of the model, we ran the model196

for the entire month of January, 2005. We repeated this for each of the three configu-197
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Min 25th percentile Median 75th percentile Max

IMF Bz (nT) -27.97 -1.7 0.28 2.83 30.92

Solar wind ux (km/s) 318 468 570 672 1055

Solar wind dynamic pressure (nPa) 0.0859 1.53 2.07 3.03 80.62

Kp 0.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 8.0

Sym-H (nT) -112 -29 -17 -7 57

AL (nT) -4418 -279 -123 -40 10

CPCP (kV) 6.67 27.0 63.2 77.5 1460

Table 2. Minumum, 25th percentile, median, 75th percentile, and maximum for a number of observed quan-

tities characterizing the solar wind conditions and (observed) geomagnetic conditions during the month of

January, 2005. Components of IMF and solar wind velocity are given in GSM coordinates.

215

216

217

rations described in section 2 of this paper. This time period was selected to support a198

project currently in progress to evaluate the model’s capability to predict magnetospheric199

substorms. Sequences of substorms in January, 2005 were previously studied in Morley200

[2007] and Morley et al. [2009], and the period was identified as having a sufficiently201

large number of substorms to allow statistical analysis with regard to substorm predic-202

tions. The month was in the late declining phase of solar cycle 23. Minima, maxima, and203

medians of observed quantities characterizing the month are shown in Table 2. The month204

includes three geomagnetic storms. The first, on January 7, was the result of a coronal205

mass ejection (CME) indicated by a small velocity change but a large spike in proton den-206

sity. The January 7 storm reached a minimum Sym-H of -112 nT. The second storm, on207

January 16, was the result of a CME indicated by a solar wind velocity increase from 600208

to 800 km/s and a large density spike. An additional CME arrived on January 18th, before209

the completion of recovery from the January 16 storm. The January 16 storm reached a210

minimum Sym-H of -107 nT. The third storm was on January 21. The January 21 storm211

was the result of a CME which resulted in a solar wind speed increase from 600 to 900212

km/s and a large density spike. The January 21 storm reached a minimum Sym-H of -101213

nT. A final CME arrived on 31 January but did not result in a geomagnetic storm.214

To simulate this month, we drive the model using solar wind velocity, magnetic218

field, density, and temperature, which are used to construct the upstream boundary condi-219
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tion of BATS-R-US. The only other input parameter is F10.7 flux, which is used by RIM220

in computing ionospheric conductivity [Ridley et al., 2004b; Moen and Brekke, 1993]. In221

the high-resolution configuration with RCM, F10.7 is also used to compute the oxygen to222

hydrogen ratio via the Young et al. [1982a] empirical model.223

Solar wind parameters are obtained from the 1-minute OMNI dataset provided by224

the NASA Goddard Spaceflight Center (GSFC). This is a combined dataset which includes225

data from multiple spacecraft, although during the time period in question the data came226

primarily from the ACE spacecraft. The OMNI date is provided “time shifted” to the bow227

shock nose using the techniques described in Weimer and King [2008]. We obtain F10.7228

observations from http://lasp.colorado.edu/lisird/tss/noaa_radio_flux.html, which combines229

the historical archive available through the National Centers for Environmental Information230

(NCEI) with modern measurements managed by NOAA SWPC. The flux values are the 1231

AU adjusted flux observed at Penticton, BC [Tapping, 2013].232

The solar wind data receives some additional processing before being input to the233

model. In addition to the OMNI data, we use temperatures from the ACE spacecraft,234

time-shifted by 45 minutes. To simplify some of the post-processing and analysis, only235

the x component of velocity was used and the y and z components were set to zero. This236

reduces the motion of the magnetotail so that it remains near the x axis of the grid. Al-237

though the y and z components can significantly affect the orientation of the magnetotail,238

we expect they would have relatively little impact on the geomagnetic indices that are the239

focus of the present work [see e.g. Borovsky, 2012]. The x component of the interplan-240

etary magnetic field (IMF) was also set to zero in order to reduce the divergence of the241

magnetic field in the simulation.242

Gaps of less than 1 hour in the OMNI data are filled by linear interpolation. Three243

gaps of longer duration had to be filled in from other sources. The first of these was on244

18 January from 06:11 to 13:52 UT, the second was from 7:14 UT on 20 January to 21:44245

on 21 January, and the third was from 01:04 to 09:13 UT on 22 January. These were due246

to instrument problems that occurred with the Solar Wind Electron, Proton, and Alpha247

Monitor (SWEPAM) instrument on the ACE satellite in its default mode, which attempts248

to track the solar wind peak in energy. SWEPAM operates in a second mode approxi-249

mately once every 1/2 hour, which samples most of the instrument’s energy range rather250

than just the peak [McComas et al., 1998]. The data from this secondary mode was used251
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for solar wind density, temperature, and velocity during the gaps in the OMNI dataset.252

Magnetic fields for the gap periods were available at a 1-minute cadence from the ACE253

Level 2 data.254

Since the ACE spacecraft is located well beyond the upstream boundary of the model,255

it must be propagated to the upstream boundary in some way. The data obtained from256

OMNI are provided already time-shifted to the bow shock nose and were used as-is (see257

https://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/html/HROdocum.html for a description of the time shifting258

algorithm). The ACE SWEPAM data used to fill the gaps on 18-22 January were propa-259

gated to the upstream boundary by solving a system of 1-D advection equations:260

∂qi
∂t
= ux

∂qi
∂x

. (1)

Here, qi denotes one of the solar parameters, and ux denotes the solar wind velocity261

in the x direction. The “time shifting” method used to create the OMNI dataset [simi-262

lar techniques are described in a number of papers such as Weimer et al., 2003; Weimer,263

2004; Cash et al., 2016] is equivalent to solving Equation 1 using the method of character-264

istics.265

In the present work we solve the advection equation using a second-order finite266

volume method with a minmod limiter and explicit Euler time integration on an evenly267

spaced 1000-point grid. The time step is adjusted dynamically to maintain a maximum268

Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number of 0.5. The particulars of this class of numerical269

schemes are described in a number of references such as Hirsch [2007].270

Once the runs are completed, we evaluate the model configurations with regard to271

their ability to predict Kp, Sym-H, AL, and CPCP. Observational data for the Kp index272

provided by the NOAA National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC) and was obtained273

through the NASA/GSFC 1-hour OMNI dataset. Observational data for the Sym-H index274

provided by World Data Center Kyoto was obtained through the NASA/GSFC 1-minute275

OMNI dataset. Magnetic fields at ground-based magnetometer stations were obtained from276

SuperMAG [http://supermag.jhuapl.edu/ Gjerloev, 2012] and used to calculate the AL in-277

dex as described in Section 2.3. Since no direct observation of CPCP is available, we in-278

stead use the Assimilative Mapping of Ionospheric Electrodynamics (AMIE) model, which279

estimates CPCP based on a number of observational datasets [Richmond and Kamide,280
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1988; Richmond, 1992]. The Spacepy python library [Morley et al., 2011; Morley et al.,281

2014] was used for a number of tasks including reading the MHD output and some of the282

observational datasets.283

2.3 Predicted quantities assessed284

The observed quantities assessed in this paper are all derived from ground-based285

magnetometers. In order to reproduce these observations with the MHD model, the mag-286

netic fields resulting from magnetospheric and ionospheric currents are calculated at var-287

ious points on the Earth’s surface. This is accomplished using a Biot-Savart integral over288

the entire MHD domain, as well as the height-integrated Hall and Pedersen currents com-289

puted by RIM [Yu and Ridley, 2008; Yu et al., 2010]. From these magnetic fields we ob-290

tain equivalents to the geomagnetic indices Kp, Sym-H, and AL.291

The Kp index is a measure of general geomagnetic activity, and is particularly sen-292

sitive to magnetospheric convection and to the latitude of the auroral currents [Thomsen,293

2004]. Kp is calculated from 13 magnetometer stations whose geomagnetic latitudes range294

from 54 to 63 degrees [Rostoker, 1972]. Kp is obtained from the local K (Kenziffer) in-295

dex which is calculated individually for each magnetometer. The procedure for calculating296

local K is described in Bartels et al. [1939], and the procedure for calculating the plane-297

tary Kp from local K is given in Mayaud [1980]. Kp has historically been reported with298

fractional values denoted with “+” and “-” symbols, with e.g. 4+ indicating 4 1
3 and 4- in-299

dicating 3 2
3 . Since the “+” and “-” notation would complicate presentation and analysis,300

we follow the convention used in the OMNI dataset where the fractional components are301

rounded to the nearest tenth, i.e., “4-”=3.7, “4+”=4.3, etc.302

Although the model Kp could be computed using the model output for the 13 sta-303

tions used observationally, we instead use a different set of locations. These consist of an304

evenly spaced ring of 24 points having a constant latitude of 60 degrees. For each of the305

24 points, the local K value is calculated using the procedure described in Bartels et al.306

[1939]. The K-scale mapping for the magnetometer station Niemegk [also given in Bartels307

et al., 1939] is applied to all stations. This choice of mapping was found by trial and error308

to produce the best Kp predictions. Having obtained the local K values for each of the 24309

points, the Kp index is then computed as the mean of these local K values, rounded to the310

nearest one-third. Rather than calculating the model Kp every 3 hours as is done in the311
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observations, the model Kp is calculated using a rolling 3-hour window, and values are312

output every minute. This rolling 3-hour window ends at the time of each output, so that313

at the time of the observations the model’s rolling window coincides with the period used314

to calculate the observed Kp.315

The AL index, introduced in Davis and Sugiura [1966], provides a measure of the316

effect of the westward electrojet on the surface magnetic field. While Davis and Sugiura317

[1966] used a set of 10 magnetometer stations, we calculate the AL index from an al-318

ternate set of magnetometers, the complete list of which is provided in the supplemental319

data. An identical set of magnetometer locations is used in both the model and observa-320

tions. Since the Biot-Savart integrals used in the model explicitly exclude the intrinsic321

field of the Earth, the baseline removal step described in Davis and Sugiura [1966] is not322

necessary for the model output. For the observational data, we use data from SuperMAG323

which has the baseline signal removed according to the procedures described in Gjerloev324

[2012]. The remainder of the AL calculation procedure (following baseline removal) is325

the same for both model and observations and is implemented as described in Davis and326

Sugiura [1966].327

The Sym-H index is intended to measure the strength of currents circling the Earth328

around the dipole axis. It is calculated from a set of near-equatorial magnetometers ac-329

cording to procedures described Iyemori [1990] and http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/aeasy/asy.pdf.330

Sym-H is often described as a measure of the symmetric ring current. However, it was331

shown [see the review by Maltsev, 2004, and references therein] that it contains con-332

tributions from many other current systems (magnetopause currents, cross-tail current,333

partial ring current, substorm current wedge) and their contributions can be signicant or334

even dominant during disturbed conditions [e.g. Ohtani et al., 2001; Liemohn et al., 2001;335

Ganushkina et al., 2004; Kalegaev et al., 2005; Dubyagin et al., 2014]. Sym-H is very336

similar to the Dst index, differing primarily in that Sym-H uses a larger number of mag-337

netometer stations and is calculated at a higher time resolution. Wanliss and Showalter338

[2006] showed that despite the differences in how Sym-H and Dst are calculated, Sym-H339

can effectively be used as a high-resolution substitute for Dst. Katus and Liemohn [2013]340

found that the difference (measured in RMSE) between Sym-H and Dst was 9.1 nT dur-341

ing the period 1985-2005. During the same interval, the RMSE difference between Sym-H342

and USGS Dst [a 1-minute cadence Dst implementation provided by the U.S. Geological343

Survey, described in Gannon and Love, 2011] was 11.0 nT. Since these very similar in-344
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dices differ from each other on the scale of 9-11 nT, one could consider model predictions345

of Sym-H with errors less than 9-11 nT to be indistinguishable from observations.346

As with Kp, SWMF provides output for Sym-H. Rather than calculating Sym-H us-347

ing the set of surface magnetometers used in the observations, SWMF calculates the mag-348

netic perturbation in the direction of the magnetic pole via a Biot-Savart integration of349

all currents within the MHD domain about a point at the center of the Earth. Since the350

magnetic field is calculated at the center of the Earth, the step of averaging in longitude351

described in Iyemori [1990] is not needed. This methodology was validated against storm-352

time observations in Rastätter et al. [2011].353

Cross-polar cap potential (CPCP) is the difference between the maximum and mini-354

mum electric potential over the polar cap. It is dependent on the solar wind electric field,355

the size of the open flux region connecting the polar cap to the magnetopause, and the356

magnetospheric dynamics that determine the strength of the coupling between those two357

regions [Bristow et al., 2004; Lockwood and Morley, 2004; Milan, 2004]. Observation-358

ally, CPCP must be obtained indirectly, and for the present work we used output from the359

AMIE model [Richmond and Kamide, 1988; Richmond, 1992], which computes a poten-360

tial pattern through an expansion of basis functions chosen by fitting to observations from361

magnetometers, radar, and spacecraft. CPCP in the model is obtained from the potentials362

computed by the RIM ionosphere model.363

2.4 Assessing prediction quality364

To give an overall picture of the model’s agreement with the observations we calcu-365

late accuracy and bias metrics for the entire month, as well as probability distributions, for366

each predicted quantity. Given a set of observations xi and corresponding predictions yi ,367

the error is given by368

εi = yi − xi . (2)

Mean error is defined as369

ε̄ =
1
n

n∑
i=1

εi . (3)
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ε̄ is a measure of bias; a positive value indicates that the model over-predicts on370

average, while a negative value indicates that the model under-predicts on average. An371

unbiased prediction will be indicated by ε̄ at or near zero.372

The root mean squared error (RMSE),373

RMSE =

√√
1
n

n∑
i=1

ε2
i , (4)

provides a measure of the average discrepancy between predictions and observations,374

independent of the sign of the error. RMSE is always positive and, like ε̄ , has the same375

units as the input data. A smaller value for RMSE indicates a more accurate prediction.376

Both mean error and RMSE are computed from a mean, and hence their uncertainty377

can be computed using the formula for computing the uncertainty of a mean:378

σmean =
σ
√

n
, (5)

where n is the number of points, and σ is sample standard deviation of the points379

from which the mean is computed [Taylor, 1997]. Taking σ as the standard deviation of380

all the points (std(x)), the uncertainty of RMSE is estimated by381

σRMSE =

√
std(ε2)
√

n
(6)

and the uncertainty of mean error is estimated by382

σε̄ =
std(ε)
√

n
. (7)

All of the above metrics require a set of observations xi and corresponding predic-383

tions yi . Since the model is configured to produce output at specific times that may or384

may not coincide with the observations, linear interpolation of the model output is used to385

obtain values that correspond to the exact time of the observations. In the case of Kp, the386

model produces output at a much higher time resolution than the available observations,387

and this process results in a set of Kp predictions which correspond with the observations388

in terms of the number of values and in terms of the time range of the magnetometer data389

from which those values are derived.390
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Summarizing bias or accuracy with a single number provides a useful summary of a391

model’s capabilities, but this single number can be misleading, particularly if the quantity392

being predicted has an asymmetric distribution. In the case of Kp, the pseudo-logarithmic393

scale complicates interpretation further. To get a more detailed picture of the model’s pre-394

dictive ability than is possible using mean error and RMSE, we compute probability den-395

sity functions (PDFs) or distribution functions for each predicted quantity and its error.396

A PDF (or distribution function) of a quantity is a function that gives the relative likeli-397

hood that the variable will have a given value. Ideally, the distribution of the model values398

for a predicted quantity should be identical to the distribution of the observations for that399

quantity. Systematically biased predictions will result in a curve that is shifted right or400

left relative to the observations. When the shape of the PDF differs, this may indicate a401

tendency to over-predict or under-predict under a specific set of conditions. For the distri-402

bution of an error, the ideal case is a narrow, symmetric peak centered at zero. Bias in the403

model results in an off-center or asymmetric peak in the error distribution. An inaccurate404

prediction is indicated by a broad peak.405

For this paper we approximate PDFs using kernel density estimation [Parzen, 1962].406

This approximates the underlying PDF from a finite set of observations by smoothing with407

a kernel function, in this case a Gaussian. The bandwidth (the width of the Gaussian ker-408

nels) is determined for each PDF using Scott’s Rule [Scott, 2015]. The specific implemen-409

tation for the kernel density estimates is that of the Scipy software library [Jones et al.,410

2001, updated frequently].411

3 Results412

The mean error and RMSE of several predicted quantities were calculated for the413

entire month for each model configuration; these and their associated uncertainties are414

shown in Table 3. In addition to mean error and RMSE, we also give a normalized RMSE415

for each predicted quantity, which is computed by dividing the RMSE by the standard de-416

viation of the observed values. By normalizing the RMSE values by the spread of the ob-417

servational data, we obtain a unitless accuracy metric. This provides a means to compare418

between RMSE values for disparate quantities. The normalized RMSE values seem to419

suggest that the model predicts Kp better than any other quantity. However, this is likely420

due to the fact that Kp is based on a 3-hour maximum of magnetic field variations, and421

is therefore insensitive to variations of shorter duration or magnitude. The other predicted422
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Model configuration

Metric SWPC Hi-res w/ RCM Hi-res w/o RCM

Kp metrics

Mean error 0.68 ± 0.05 0.84 ± 0.06 −0.17 ± 0.07

RMSE 1.1 ± 0.3 1.3 ± 0.3 1.1 ± 0.4

Normalized RMSE 0.6 ± 0.2 0.8 ± 0.2 0.6 ± 0.2

Sym-H metrics

Mean error (nT) −7.36 ± 0.07 −3.99 ± 0.08 21.54 ± 0.09

RMSE (nT) 17 ± 2 18 ± 2 29 ± 3

Normalized RMSE 0.77 ± 0.09 0.86 ± 0.09 1.4 ± 0.1

AL metrics

Mean error (nT) 71 ± 1 15 ± 1 123 ± 1

RMSE (nT) 250 ± 40 230 ± 40 270 ± 40

Normalized RMSE 0.9 ± 0.1 0.8 ± 0.1 1.0 ± 0.1

CPCP metrics

Mean error (kV) 2.5 ± 0.2 14.9 ± 0.2 14.5 ± 0.2

RMSE (kV) 46 ± 10 47 ± 9 48 ± 9

Normalized RMSE 0.8 ± 0.2 0.8 ± 0.1 0.8 ± 0.1

Table 3. Metrics for all quantities and all model configurations, given as the value ± one standard error.433

quantities have 1-minute time resolutions, so the prediction quality metrics for those quan-423

tities reflect errors in predicting high-frequency oscillations that are removed in the calcu-424

lation of Kp. Note all of the metrics in Table 3 are calculated for the entire month, and as425

a result are likely dominated by the quiet-time tendencies for each quantity.426

The results are discussed in detail for each predicted quantity in sections 3.1-3.4,427

and differences between quiet and active periods are addressed where appropriate. The428

figures in the following sections use a common color scheme to identify results from429

the different model configurations. The SWPC configuration is shown in red, the high-430

resolution grid with RCM is shown in orange, and the high-resolution grid without RCM431

is shown in blue. Observations, where applicable, are shown as a thick, light blue curve.432
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3.1 Kp434

The mean error and RMSE metrics for Kp are shown in Table 3. These values rep-435

resent deviations on the pseudo-logarithmic Kp scale, and hence are dimensionless. Kp436

predictions from the high-resolution configuration without RCM have the smallest RMSE437

(1.1), which indicates that these predictions have on average the best accuracy of the three438

model configurations, but the uncertainties in these RMSE values are large enough that439

the difference may not be significant. The high-resolution configuration without RCM also440

has the lowest bias with respect to Kp prediction, with a mean error of -0.20, indicating441

a slight under-prediction. Both configurations with RCM have positive biases, indicating442

over-prediction, and the biases are of greater magnitude than those for the configuration443

without RCM. Although the metrics seem to suggest that the configuration without RCM444

performs the best, they are misleading in this case as will be discussed later in this section445

when the distributions of Kp are examined in detail.446

Figure 2a shows the probability distribution of Kp error for the three model config-447

urations. The Kp error curve for the configuration without RCM is nearly centered about448

zero, indicating that the errors are relatively unbiased. The half width at half max of that449

curve is about 1, also consistent with the RMSE of 1.1 from Table 3. The Kp error curves450

for the SWPC configuration and the high resolution with RCM configuration are both cen-451

tered to the right of zero. This indicates that these configurations tend to over-predict Kp,452

consistent with the positive mean errors shown in Table 3 for those configurations.453

The probability distributions of the actual Kp values are shown in Figure 2b. In ad-454

dition to distributions obtained from the three model configurations, the observed distri-455

bution is shown as a thick, light blue curve. The observations have a mode at Kp = 3.3.456

The two models that incorporate RCM (SWPC and high-resolution with RCM) reproduce457

the observed distribution fairly closely, having peaks between 3 and 4 (reasonably close to458

the observed peak at Kp = 3.3). However, they under-predict how often Kp values less459

than 2 will occur compared to the observations. The model configuration without RCM460

reproduces the observed distribution more closely in the Kp = 0− 2 range than do the con-461

figurations with RCM. However, the Kp distribution from the without-RCM configuration462

also has its peak to the left of the observations, and indeed the entire distribution seems to463

be shifted to the left. The fact that the configuration without RCM agrees with the obser-464

vations more closely in the low Kp range seems to be merely a side-effect of this leftward465
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shift. This means that the configuration without RCM produces more realistic quiet-time466

Kp values, but does so at the expense of accuracy during disturbed conditions.467

Figure 2. Probability density of Kp error (a) and Kp itself (b) for all model configurations during 1-31

January 2005. Distributions for the three model configurations are plotted as colored curves: SWPC in red,

high-resolution with RCM in orange, and high-resolution without RCM in blue. Observations are shown as a

thick, light blue curve.

468

469

470

471

Figure 3 shows distributions of Kp similar to the one in Figure 2b, but broken down472

into bins covering specific ranges of observed Kp. The range of observed Kp values in473

each bin is labeled using the notation [Kpmin,Kpmax), indicating that the observed val-474

ues in the bin start with Kpmin and go up to but do not include Kpmax . For each bin, the475

model output is shown for the points in time corresponding to the observational data in476

that bin. The number of data points per bin range from 40 (in the Kp ∈ [6, 9) bin) to 200477

(in the Kp ∈ [3, 4) bin). Note that the Kp ∈ [6, 9) bin covers a greater Kp range than the478

others; this was done to ensure the bin contains a sufficient number of points for analysis.479

The binned distributions of Figure 3 provide a sense for how the model performance480

varies with the amount of geomagnetic activity. For the lowest Kp bins ([0, 1) and [1, 2)),481

all of the models produce distributions shifted to the right compared with the observa-482

tions, indicating a tendency to over-predict Kp during times of low activity. The over-483

prediction appears to be least severe for the no-RCM configuration, and most severe for484

the high-resolution grid with RCM. The high-resolution grid without RCM matches the485

observations fairly closely in the Kp ∈ [2, 3) bin, but tends to under-predict for all higher486

Kp bins. The SWPC and Hi-res with RCM configurations continue to over-predict Kp up487

to the Kp ∈ [3, 4) bin. For the higher Kp values these configurations seem to produce488

relatively unbiased predictions.489

Figure 3. Probability density of Kp for observations and for all model configurations, binned by ob-

served Kp. Tick labels on the y axis show the range of observed Kp values contained in each bin in the

form [Kpmin,Kpmax). The light blue curve within each bin shows the probability density of Kp for the

observations within that bin, while the colored curves show the distribution of predictions for each model

corresponding to the times of the observations falling in the bin using the same color scheme as Figure 2.

490

491

492

493

494
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Figure 4 shows the mean error for each of the Kp bins. The x axis shows the Kp495

bins using the same notation as Figure 3. The no-RCM configuration has positive mean496

error (indicating over-prediction) for low Kp, but the mean error decreases with increas-497

ing Kp, reaching zero around Kp = 2, and having negative values thereafter (indicating498

under-prediction). The two configurations with RCM (red and orange curves) also have a499

positive mean error for low Kp, with similar values to each other but greater magnitude500

(stronger bias) than that of the no-RCM configuration. The mean errors for these also de-501

crease as Kp increases, but at a slower rate than the no-RCM configuration. For the con-502

figurations with RCM the mean error remains positive up to Kp = 5, but turns negative for503

Kp > 6.504

Figure 4. Mean error for each Kp bin. The ranges for each bin are denoted in the x axis labels in the form

[Kpmin,Kpmax). The color scheme follows the previous figures. All the configurations over-predict low

values of Kp, and the without-RCM configuration under-predicts the higher Kp values.

505

506

507

These results are similar to those of Glocer et al. [2016], which evaluated SWMF508

and several other models based on their predictions of local K. Glocer et al. [2016] did509

not include bias or accuracy metrics in their results, but in their supplemental data they510

provided distributions of predicted K for several values of observed K. From these, an511

unbiased prediction is apparent for observed K = 4, a under-prediction occurs for observed512

K = 6, and even greater under-prediction for observed K = 8. Thus the downward trend513

in bias is apparent as K increases in the Glocer et al. [2016] results, similar to the present514

work. The Glocer et al. [2016] results do not seem to show the positive bias that we see515

at lower values of Kp; this difference may be due to the Glocer et al. [2016] results being516

based on a study of storm events while our results include a considerable amount of quiet517

periods, as well as the difference in using individual magnetometer stations in that study518

versus the global Kp index in the present work.519

The model’s ability to predict Kp during disturbed periods is notably improved with520

the addition of RCM, primarily during disturbed periods. This suggests that the differ-521

ences between the model without RCM and those with (SWPC and Hi-res with RCM) are522

due primarily to differences in those current systems that are affected by the coupling with523

RCM, specifically the azimuthal currents that are modeled directly by RCM, and the Re-524
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gion 2 field-aligned currents which are driven by inner magnetosphere pressure gradients525

affected by the coupling.526

3.2 Sym-H527

From the Sym-H results in Table 3, it is apparent that the two configurations us-528

ing RCM (SWPC and Hi-res with RCM) predict Sym-H more accurately than the con-529

figuration without RCM. This is indicated by the comparatively low error (measured by530

RMSE) and bias (mean error closer to zero) relative to the configuration without RCM.531

The SWPC configuration predicts Sym-H with a slightly lower RMSE but a higher mean532

error than the high-resolution configuration with RCM. The configuration without RCM533

tends to over-predict Sym-H by 21.54 nT. The two configurations with RCM under-predict,534

but do so with a much lower magnitude (by a factor of 3-5) than the configuration with535

RCM.536

Comparing these values of mean error and RMSE to the difference between Sym-H537

and similar indices gives a sense for whether the metrics indicate a good quality predic-538

tion. As mentioned earlier, Katus and Liemohn [2013] found discrepancies on the order of539

9-11 nT between Sym-H and two similar indices. Therefore, Sym-H predictions with an540

RMSE of less than about 9-11 nT might be considered to be of good quality. The predic-541

tions from all three of our model configurations exceed 11 nT, but the two configurations542

with RCM exceed this threshold by only 55-65%, while the configuration without RCM543

exceeds it by 160%.544

The probability distribution of Sym-H error (Figure 5a) shows a similar tendency545

as the metrics with regard to bias. The two runs with RCM appear largely similar to each546

other. Both are centered around zero (indicating an unbiased prediction), and have a half547

width at half maximum of about 15 nT. The run without RCM is centered around 15 nT,548

indicating a clear positive bias.549

The distribution of Sym-H itself is shown the Figure 5b. The underlying cause for550

the positive bias of Sym-H from the no-RCM configuration is clearly apparent: It tends551

to produce Sym-H values near zero (as indicated by the high probability density at that552

point), while the observed distribution peaks around -20 nT and a long tail extending to553

-120 nT. The two configurations with RCM, on the other hand, produce a distribution that554

is largely similar to the observations.555
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A notable exception is the part of the distribution corresponding to Sym-H greater556

than 10 nT, where the configuration without RCM seems to produce a more realistic Sym-557

H distribution than the configurations with RCM. The observed distribution shows a small558

but significant probability for positive values of Sym-H going as high as 15 nT on Figure559

5. The configuration without RCM appears to capture the outer part of this area (5-15 nT)560

fairly accurately. The two configurations with RCM, on the other hand, predict positive561

Sym-H values at a much lower rate than occurs in the observations, as evidenced by the562

near-zero Sym-H probabilities between 5 and 15 nT for those configurations.563

Figure 5. Probability density of Sym-H error (a) and Sym-H itself (b) for all model configurations. The

color scheme follows the previous figures. The two configurations with RCM reproduce the observed Sym-H

fairly well, while the one without RCM tends to produce Sym-H values near zero regardless of conditions.

564

565

566

Figure 6 shows time series of Sym-H during the storms on 7 and 21 January. For567

both of these storms, the configurations with RCM make reasonably good predictions of568

Sym-H, while the configuration without RCM produces very little Sym-H response except569

for some oscillations immediately following the initial disturbances. The two configura-570

tions with RCM, on the other hand, produce reasonably good approximations of the ob-571

served Sym-H response. These warrant further examination.572

For the 7 January storm, the two configurations with RCM produce a minimum573

Sym-H of around -160 nT, while the observed Sym-H reached a minimum of -100 nT.574

Thus the model Sym-H deviates from the observations by about 50% at the time of great-575

est disturbance. The models recover gradually over the course of about a day, at which576

point they are again close to the observed Sym-H. For the 21 January storm, the con-577

figurations with RCM produce a Sym-H curve that descends more sharply than the ob-578

servations and rapidly reaches a minimum of -120 nT, again stronger than the observed579

minimum. In this case, however, the Sym-H from the configurations with RCM recovers580

rapidly, with the high-resolution configuration briefly becoming less negative than the ob-581

served Sym-H (from about 22:00 UT on 21 January to about 03:00 UT on 22 January)582

before descending again to match the observations. For the 21 January storm it took about583

2 days (until 00:00 UT on 24 January) to recover, but in this case the model output (for584

the configurations with RCM) followed the observations closely throughout the recovery.585
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Figure 6. Sym-H time series for the storms on 7 Jan (panel a) and 21 Jan (panel b). The color scheme is

the same as the previous figures. The model configurations with RCM produce stronger (by 20-50%) Sym-H

responses than the observations, while the configuration without RCM produces little response to the storms.

586

587

588

The tendency of the configurations with RCM (SWPC and Hi-Res w/ RCM) to miss589

positive Sym-H values previously noted in Figure 5 is apparent in both time series shown590

in Figure 6. In the case of the 21 January storm, a storm sudden commencement (SSC)591

is apparent. The configuration without RCM reproduces the observed Sym-H signature592

resulting from the SSC quite well, but the two configurations with RCM severely under-593

predict the magnitude of the SSC oscillations. A possible explanation for this is that the594

inner magnetosphere currents produced by RCM counteract the effects of magnetopause595

currents to a greater degree than occurs in reality. This reduces the influence of such cur-596

rents on the surface magnetic fields and in turn the frequency and magnitude of positive597

Sym-H values as seen in Figure 5.598

The time series plots of Sym-H show considerable improvement in Sym-H predic-599

tions over some earlier results such as Ganushkina et al. [2010] in which SWMF predicted600

Sym-H with approximately correct magnitudes but with an approximately 6-hour delay601

compared to the observed Sym-H. A similar improvement can be seen in other work such602

as Liemohn et al. [2013] and in some (though arguably not all) of the Dst time series plots603

in Rastätter et al. [2013].604

The stark difference in Sym-H predictions with and without the RCM component605

highlights the importance of the inner magnetosphere model in producing realistic ring606

current dynamics. The inner magnetosphere model can also, through coupling with the607

MHD solver, affect mid-tail currents to which Sym-H is sensitive, as evidenced by in-608

creased tail stretching in MHD models when coupling to an inner magnetosphere model609

is used [e.g. Welling et al., 2015; Pembroke et al., 2012]. That SWMF predicts Dst (similar610

to Sym-H) better when a ring current model is used has been shown previously in Rastät-611

ter et al. [2013]. Changing the MHD grid resolution, on the other hand, seems to have612

relatively little effect on Sym-H.613
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3.3 AL614

Table 3 shows that the mean error in AL is positive for all configurations, indicat-615

ing a tendency to over-predict AL. Note that AL has negative values during times of high616

activity, so over-prediction of AL implies under-prediction of geomagnetic activity. Of all617

the model configurations, the high-resolution grid with RCM exhibits the lowest mean er-618

ror for AL. The RMSE values are comparable for all three model configurations, falling619

within the uncertainty bounds of each other. The RMSE values for all of the models are620

much larger than the mean error, suggesting that random errors rather than bias are the621

main contributor to the RMSE values.622

Figure 7. Probability density of AL error (a) and AL itself (b) for observations and for all model configu-

rations. The color scheme follows the previous figures. The distribution is shown on a logarithmic scale due

to the importance of the wings of the distribution. All three model configurations capture the overall shape of

the distribution, but under-predict the probability of large negative values.

623

624

625

626

The distribution of error in AL is shown in the Figure 7a. Because the distribution627

is characterized by a long tail, it is plotted on a logarithmic scale. All three configurations628

peak around zero, but the wings of the distributions are asymmetric, with higher probabil-629

ities in the positive direction than the negative. This asymmetry is apparently responsible630

for the positive biases shown in the AL section of Table 3. The asymmetry is most severe631

for the high-resolution configuration with RCM, and least severe for the high-resolution632

configuration with RCM. The fact that the curves peak near zero suggests that the model633

produces fairly unbiased AL predictions most of the time, but the asymmetry indicates an634

occasional tendency toward over-prediction.635

The distribution of the AL values themselves is shown in Figure 7b. All of the636

model configurations peak just to the left of zero, similar to the observations. At the same637

time, they under-predict the probibilities of the more negative AL values. The high-resolution638

grid with RCM under-predicts less severely than the other configurations. As a result, the639

high-resolution grid with RCM comes somewhat closer to reproducing the observed distri-640

bution. The under-prediction of the frequency of strongly negative values is probably the641

main cause of the biases apparent in the AL section of Table 3 and Figure 7a. It’s worth642

noting that positive AL values are under-predicted by all of the models, and less severely643
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by the configuration without RCM. This may be related to the results for Kp, where the644

no-RCM configuration performed better than the others during times of low activity.645

The fact that the error curves peak near zero (Figure 7a) suggests that the model646

configurations all tend to produce realistic quiet-time conditions. The wings in the error647

distributions suggest less accurate predictions during times of higher activity. At the same648

time, all the model configurations under-predict how often the strongest negative AL val-649

ues will occur (Figure 7b). This implies that the model produces a weaker westward elec-650

trojet current during disturbed periods than occurs in the observations. Since the westward651

electrojet is often associated with substorms [Akasofu and Yoshida, 1966], this suggests652

that the model under-predicts the magnitude of substorm-related field aligned currents.653

3.4 CPCP654

The errors for CPCP are calculated relative to the AMIE model [Richmond and655

Kamide, 1988; Richmond, 1992]. In the CPCP section of Table 3, all three SWMF config-656

urations show positive mean error for CPCP compared to AMIE, indicating over-prediction.657

The SWPC configuration over-predicts only slightly, while the two high-resolution config-658

urations over-predict more significantly. All three configurations have an RMSE that well659

exceeds the mean error, indicating that the errors in CPCP are not dominated by a system-660

atic bias in one particular direction.661

Probability distributions of CPCP error are shown in Figure 8a. All of the error dis-662

tributions have peaks to the right of zero (around 20-30 kV), consistent with the positive663

mean errors reported for CPCP in Table 3. The peaks are centered 5-15 kV higher than664

the mean errors shown in Table 3, perhaps due to the long, thin tail of negative errors665

found in all three distributions.666

Figure 8. Probability densities of CPCP error relative to the AMIE model (a) and of CPCP itself (b) for all

model configurations. The color scheme is the same as the previous figures. These plots show that all of the

model configurations over-predict CPCP.

667

668

669

The distribution of CPCP itself is shown in Figure 8b. The probability density of670

AMIE outputs (thick, light blue curve) peaks around 25 kV, while the model configura-671

tions all peak around 50-60 kV. This results in the models overestimating CPCP on aver-672
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age, as was seen in Table 3. The CPCP distributions obtained from all three models have673

half widths at half max of around 45 kV, slightly greater than the width of the observed674

distribution.675

Figure 9. Probability density of CPCP for observations and for all model configurations, binned by ob-

served CPCP. Tick labels on the y axis shown the range of observed CPCP values contained in each bin in the

form [CPCPmin,CPCPmax). Probability distributions corresponding to each bin are plotted following the

same color scheme used in previous figures. The model tends to over-predict CPCP during quiet times, but

under-predict during the most active times.

676

677

678

679

680

Figure 9 shows distributions of CPCP, binned by observed CPCP. The range of ob-681

served CPCP values in each bin is labeled using the notation [CPCPmin,CPCPmax),682

much like Figure 3. From these it is immediately clear that all three models over-predict683

CPCP during quiet times, but under-predict during active times. This pattern is similar684

to what occurred for Kp, except that the configuration without RCM no longer stands out685

from the others.686

Discrepancies between modeled and observed CPCP could be attributed to a num-687

ber of possible underlying causes, including strength and location of field-aligned cur-688

rents, ionospheric conductivity, and ionospheric outflow. The field-aligned current struc-689

ture and conductivity both affect the potential through Ohm’s Law, J = σE, where the690

potential is proportional to the current and inversely proportional to conductivity. Thus,691

over-prediction of the potential (which occurs primarily during quiet time) indicates either692

over-prediction of field-aligned current strength, or under-prediction of the conductivity.693

Conversely, under-prediction of the potential (which occurs primarily during active times)694

indicates either under-prediction of the field-aligned current strengths or over-prediction of695

the conductivity.696

The conductivity connection may also indicate a discrepancy in rate of outflow fom697

the ionospheric boundary. CPCP has been shown to decrease as heavy ion outflow from698

the ionosphere increases [Winglee et al., 2002; Welling and Zaharia, 2012], so the fact that699

the models over-predict CPCP could be an indication that the model is under-predicting700

such outflow. This could be addressed through tuning of the inner boundary condition701

parameters, but such tuning is complicated by the fact that the outflow is itself dependent702

on CPCP [Winglee, 2000; Welling and Liemohn, 2014] and is likely to affect other aspects703
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of the model such as tail dynamics, ring current, and the Sym-H values that are predicted704

[Kronberg et al., 2014; Welling and Liemohn, 2016]. First-principles models of ionospheric705

outflow provide an alternative, but at present they are too computationally expensive for706

long-period runs such as those described in the present work.707

4 Discussion708

The relatively good accuracy achieved by the model implies a reasonably good model709

of the magnetospheric currents that affect the various observed quantities, including the710

dependency of those currents on solar wind driving and other aspects of the dynamics.711

Furthermore, the similarities between the results for the two highest resolution runs sug-712

gests that the model configuration is near grid convergence with regard to the predicted713

quantities examined in this paper. A notable exception is the AL index, where a larger dif-714

ference can be seen. This could be due to the high-latitude current structures to which AL715

is sensitive, which may require a higher resolution in order to be fully resolved.716

It’s worth noting that the high-resolution configuration with RCM differs from the717

SWPC configuration not only in the grid but also its use of the Young et al. [1982a] em-718

pirical composition model in the coupling between BATS-R-US and RCM. This means719

that we cannot definitively attribute differences in predictions from those two configura-720

tions to the difference in grid resolution. Another limitation of these results is that the721

data come from a single one-month period, so any dependence of the results on season,722

such as those found by [Juusola et al., 2014], or solar cycle will not be apparent.723

The fact that Sym-H is predicted more accurately when RCM is used is expected724

because RCM simulates current systems to which Sym-H sensitive. These same current725

systems are likely responsible for improving the Kp distribution as well. Kp can be di-726

rectly influenced by the current systems that affect Sym-H, particularly during times when727

the strength of the currents are rapidly changing. At the same time, the Region 2 field-728

aligned currents, to which Kp is also sensitive, are driven in part by the kinds of inner729

magnetosphere currents that are modeled by RCM. This has been shown theoretically by730

Vasyliunas [1970] and demonstrated using an inner magnetosphere model by Zheng et al.731

[2006] and Zheng et al. [2008]. The mean error and RMSE metrics for Kp seem to sug-732

gest a detrimental effect of RCM, but this is due to the quiet-time overprediction Kp being733

masked by an overall reduction in the magnitude of Kp due to the lack of a ring current.734
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Since the model over-predicts both Kp and CPCP during quiet times, it seems that735

there may be a common cause (or causes) behind the discrepancies in those quantities.736

Both Kp and CPCP are sensitive to middle and high latitude ionospheric state and dy-737

namics (particle precipitation, conductivity, and currents). One possible underlying cause738

of these discrepancies is the model of ionospheric conductivity, which directly affects739

CPCP and affects Kp through the current structure. In the present model, the ionospheric740

conductivity is obtained from a number of empirical relationships. The range of valid-741

ity for these empirical relationships can easily be exceeded during execution of an MHD742

model under realistic conditions, and in fact were exceeded during the month in ques-743

tion. Welling et al. [2017] identifies the range of validity for these models in terms of744

solar wind electric field to be from -1.84 mV/m to 2.30 mV/m. Solar wind electric field745

is defined in that paper as uxBz , where ux is the solar wind velocity in GSM coordinates746

and Bz is the IMF magnetic field in the GSM z direction. uxBz for January, 2005 ranged747

from -28.6 mV/m to 25.2 mV/m, roughly an order of magnitude greater than the valid748

range listed in Welling et al. [2017]. The observational data used to construct the empirical749

conductivity model used in RIM came from solar flux observations from 1985-1990 and750

magnetometer data from a one-month period of January, 1997 [Ridley et al., 2004b; Moen751

and Brekke, 1993]. Construction of a more comprehensive empirical model by including752

more recent data would certainly be possible. Such an improved conductance model might753

result in better representation of auroral current systems and, in turn, indices and other754

observable quantities that are sensitive to them.755

Like the present paper, Wiltberger et al. [2017] found 1
4 Re to be sufficient resolution756

for resolving certain aspects of magnetospheric dynamics. They compared field aligned757

currents for a one-month run of the Lyon-Fedder-Mobarry (LFM) MHD model, and com-758

pared the results with the Weimer [2005] empirical model. They presented results using759

three different grid resolutions, the finest of which had cell sizes between 1
4 and 1

2 Re in760

the inner magnetosphere, similar to the SWPC grid used in the present work. They found761

that the relationship between field-aligned currents and CPCP was very similar between762

the two highest resolution grids, and concluded that the model was approaching a com-763

mon solution at those resolutions. However, the results they reported were based on time764

averages for the entire run, so under-resolved transient features might not affect the results765

significantly. The indications in the present work are that the greatest magnitudes of the766

AL index are under-predicted, and these correspond with transient phenomena.767
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Wiltberger et al. [2017] also found that LFM under-predicted field-aligned current768

strength and over-predicted CPCP compared to the Weimer [2005] model. This could769

be explained by an under-prediction of ionospheric conductivity in that model. Analyz-770

ing field-aligned current strength in SWMF might shed some light on the problem of771

ionospheric conductivity, but such an analysis is beyond the scope of the present paper.772

Nonetheless, the results of the present work, like Wiltberger et al. [2017], suggest that773

ionospheric conductivity is an area for improvement.774

5 Conclusions775

This work shows the strengths and limitations of the SWMF with regard to predic-776

tion of geomagnetic indices and CPCP. By testing a one-month period with three different777

model configurations, we have accumulated a sufficient quantity of data to make statistical778

comparisons with observations under a variety of conditions.779

We find that the model does an excellent job of predicting the Sym-H index. With780

RCM turned on, the model predicts Sym-H with RMSE values of 17-18 nT, only 50-60%781

larger than the observational uncertainty for that index. The model predicts the Kp index782

well during storm conditions, with absolute mean errors of less than one for Kp values783

above 3. During quiet time though, it consistently over-predicts Kp, with all configurations784

over-predicting by at least 1 Kp unit on average. An over-prediction of quiet-time activ-785

ity is also apparent in the model’s prediction of CPCP, with mean errors between 2.5 and786

14.9 kV. The model tends to under-predict the magnitude of the AL index, with mean er-787

rors between 15 and 230 nT.788

Of the quantities assessed in this paper, the model performs best at predicting Sym-789

H, and least well at predicting AL. That the model predicts Sym-H poorly without RCM790

is an expected exception to this. The model’s relatively poor performance in predicting791

AL indicates problems in capturing the structure of auroral-zone currents. A better model792

of ionospheric conductivity would probably be the most effective way to improve these in793

the near term, although better predictions of dynamics affecting the field-aligned current794

structure are needed if the auroral-zone observations are to be predicted to a high degree795

of accuracy. Depending on what changes are made, such improvements may also reduce796

the problem of over-predicting Kp during quiet time as well, since Kp is also sensitive to797

auroral-zone dynamics.798
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Increasing the grid resolution compared with the SWPC grid had relatively little799

effect on prediction quality. For all four predicted quantities, the model’s predictive ac-800

curacy, measured by RMSE, changed by insignificant amounts, as indicated by the error801

bounds of each RMSE value. There are some indications that the increased grid resolu-802

tion may have improved the model’s prediction of the more extreme values attained by803

the AL index, however. This implies that the auroral currents during disturbed periods are804

improved by the increased grid resolution.805

Unlike the grid resolution, the presence or absence of an inner magnetosphere model806

has a dramatic effect on the Sym-H results, with the distribution of Sym-H taking a no-807

tably different shape and width when RCM was turned off, and a resulting change in RMSE808

that far exceeded the uncertainty bound (29 nT without RCM versus 18 nT with). The809

Kp and AL indices are also affected by the use of RCM, though to a lesser degree than810

the Sym-H index. Like the Sym-H index, the predictive skill for the AL index was im-811

proved by the use of RCM, with RMSE increasing from 230 nT to 270 nT when RCM812

was turned off. RMSE proved to be somewhat misleading as a measure of accuracy for813

Kp. RMSE decreased notably when RCM was turned off, which ordinarily would indicate814

better accuracy. However, a careful examination of the dataset reveals that the accuracy815

only improved during relatively quiet periods (Kp ≤ 2), while the accuracy during the816

most disturbed intervals was noticeably worse. CPCP was the only quantity not affected817

significantly by the use of the inner magnetosphere model, with only a very small change818

in RMSE when RCM was turned off.819

The datasets produced for this paper can be utilized for a number of possible follow-820

on projects. The MHD solution can be used to reproduce spacecraft observations, which821

will enable an assessment of the model’s ability to predict magnetic fields in the inner822

magnetosphere, and locations of the bow shock and magnetopause. As mentioned in the823

previous section, the field-aligned current structure can be analyzed in detail in order to824

determine what aspects of the field-aligned currents the model is able to capture. Finally,825

the model output can be analyzed to identify signatures of substorms, in order to assess826

how well the model reproduces their timing and dynamics.827

It may be useful to conduct additional work like this covering other time periods.828

This would make it possible to assess variations depending on season or solar cycle. The829
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resulting datasets could also be analyzed in combination, which would produce results830

with increased statistical significance and enable more detailed statistical analysis.831

A: Model configuration details832

A.0.1 MHD solver833

For all of the runs in this paper we use BATS-R-US [Powell et al., 1999] to solve834

the ideal MHD equations. The flux scheme is Sokolov’s Local Artificial Wind flux [see835

Sokolov et al., 2002], and a Koren’s third order limiter [Koren, 1993] with beta=1.2. Cross-836

sections of the two MHD grids are shown in Figure A.1. These cross-sections are in the837

X-Z plane through the origin; the grids are symmetric such that Y-Z cuts through the838

origin would look identical. Both are Cartesian grids in GSM coordinates, with the cell839

size varied using adaptive mesh refinement (AMR). The outer boundaries form a cube840

256 Earth radii (Re) in width. The grids are offset in the x direction so that they extends841

32 Re sunward of the Earth and 224 Re tailward. In the y and z directions the grids are842

centered around the Earth, extending 128 Re from the Earth along each of those axes.843

An inflow boundary condition populated with time-dependent solar wind data is used on844

the boundary located at x=32 Re, while the opposite face (at x=-224 Re) uses an outflow845

boundary condition. The remaining outer boundaries use a zero-gradient boundary condi-846

tion.847

Figure A.1. X-Z cuts showing cell sizes in the two MHD grids. Left panel shows the grid used for the

SWPC configuration (minimum cell size of 1/4 Re, while the right panel shows the higher resolution grid

used for the other two runs (minimum cell size of 1/8 Re).

848

849

850

While the two grids are identical in their overall extent, their resolutions differ sig-851

nificantly. The SWPC grid (left panel of Figure A.1) has cell sizes ranging from 8 Re at852

the outflow boundaries to 1/4 Re within a 16 Re diameter cube surrounding the Earth.853

The cell size of the high-resolution grid (right panel of Figure A.1) varies from 8 Re at854

the outflow boundaries to 1/8 Re near the Earth. The refined regions are the same as those855

used in Welling and Ridley [2010]. A 1 Re cell size is used in a region around the x axis856

extending from the inflow boundary to 112 Re down-tail, while the near tail region from857

8 to 20 Re down-tail is resolved to 1/4 Re. The minimum cell size occurs within an 8 Re858

wide cube surrounding the Earth, from which a 2.5 Re sphere is excluded from the MHD859
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grid; this region is modeled through coupling to the ionospheric model described in the860

next section. The SWPC grid contains around 1 million cells, while the high-resolution861

grid contains 1.9 million cells.862

A.0.2 Inner magnetosphere863

In the inner magnetosphere, transport by gradient and curvature drift becomes more864

important to the plasma motion, making the ideal MHD approximation inaccurate there865

[Heinemann and Wolf , 2001]. We model this region using the Rice Convection Model866

(RCM). By averaging out the gyro and bounce motion, this model treats the inner magne-867

tosphere plasma as a fluid that drifts across field lines.868

Unlike the MHD solver, the RCM breaks the plasma population into bins according869

to an energy invariant, and each energy invariant is treated as a separate fluid. In addition,870

oxygen, hydrogen, and electrons are treated as separate species. Since the MHD solver is871

being run in single-fluid mode, the coupling between the two codes must divide the MHD872

fluid into hydrogen and oxygen. The operational model used by SWPC accomplishes this873

by using a fixed ratio of 10% oxygen and 90% hydrogen by number density. However,874

we found that with the higher resolution grid this configuration resulted in poorer quality875

Sym-H predictions than with the lower-resolution grid. We were able to address this prob-876

lem by replacing the fixed oxygen to hydrogen ratio with one computed using the empiri-877

cal plasma sheet composition model from Young et al. [1982b]. The Young et al. [1982b]878

model gives relative quantities of oxygen and hydrogen as a function of F10.7 and Kp. In879

our implementation, F10.7 values are provided through an input file, and Kp is obtained880

from the MHD solver. The results presented in this paper use the fixed ratios of 10% oxy-881

gen and 90% hydrogen for the SWPC configuration, and the Young et al. [1982b] model882

for the high-resolution with RCM configuration.883

A.0.3 Ionospheric electrodynamics884

The Ridley Ionosphere Model (RIM) models calculates ionospheric parameters on885

a height-integrated basis. This model is described in Ridley and Liemohn [2002] and Rid-886

ley et al. [2004a]. It receives field-aligned current values from the MHD solver, and from887

these calculates conductance and electric potential. The potential values are then passed888

back to the inner magnetosphere and MHD models, where they are used to determine889
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the velocity tangent to the inner boundary (the velocity normal to the boundary is set890

to zero) [Welling and Liemohn, 2014]. As discussed in Welling and Liemohn [2016], the891

ionospheric boundary is of crucial importance to the overall dynamics of the magneto-892

spheric dynamics. While more sophisticated models exist to model the interaction through893

this boundary, most are either too computationally costly [such as the Polar Wind Outflow894

Model Glocer et al., 2007], or lack a fully tested coupling to an MHD model.895
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Figure 10.
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